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Emily Perry’s Mixology Lab

The Pop Diva's Sonic “Boom” Shakes Gay Dance Floors
By Tyler White

Aussie actress to a worldwide club
audience. Fans loved the unique
sound of the track that seemed to
harken back to late 80s house while
also mixing in today’s hienergy fun.
“’It was the pick-me-up
track the dance floor
needed,” said Perry who
admits she wrote the
song to help her get over
feelings of
homesickness. The 18year-old actress and
dancer has been living in
Los Angeles for a year
now, pursuing her pop
star dreams. “Being so
far away from home, I
sometimes feel a little
out of place and when
I’m down, I need a song
I can crank up on my
stereo. Something to
go crazy to and
overcome whatever
sadness I may be
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When Emily Perry’s club single,
“Boom,” remained at #9 on the
Billboard’s Top Ten club chart for two
weeks this summer, it introduced the
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feeling. That’s what ‘Boom' does for
me, and I love that it’s been doing the
same for others.”
Luckily, she’s enjoyed several
mind-blowing ‘Boom’ experiences
since making her move to the USA.
Among them has been creating and
recording music with The Jackie Boyz
(whose credits include Justin Bieber,
Chris Brown, and Jason Derulo) and
Arista recording artist/composer
Cindy Valentine. Emily Perry and
Valentine co-wrote “Boom” together,
as well as her single releasing next
month, "Walk in Silence.”
Lorde and P!nk are among Emily
Perry’s top inspirations in music.
“Lorde knows how to completely
command a stage,” she explains.
"She has a unique, distinctive sound
that is absolutely mesmerizing. Then
you look at someone like P!nk and
she knows how to do it all. She has
killer vocals, she can move, and her
entire act is fresh and original.”
Perry says everything she writes
comes from her own experiences

because she wants her songs to be
stories all people can relate to.
“We’re all riding through life on a
rollercoaster of emotions. What I love
about music is that it has a way of
helping us celebrate the good times
and navigate through the hard.”
“Boom” follows “Sugarcoated,”
Emily’s debut single that showcased a
mellow mid-tempo, contemporary,
electronic sound. “I wrote
‘Sugarcoated’ at a time in my life
when I needed the people around me
to give it to me straight,” she
remembers. “There are a lot of yes
people in this business and for me to
succeed, I need to hear the truth
about the songs I create. I want
everyone to know I’m a big girl and I
can take any criticism.”
“Ultimately, I aim to create a
variety of music that will appeal to all
states of mind,” she continues,
adding: “I’m so excited for the
journey ahead."
“Boom” is available for purchase
on iTunes, Amazon, and all other
major retailers. It is also available for
streaming through Spotify. To learn
more about Emily Perry, visit
Daumanmusic.com and
EmilyPerry.me.
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